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Overview
Goals & purpose



A Freedom To Operate (FTO) analysis begins by searching 
patent literature for issued or pending patents, and 
obtaining a legal opinion as to whether a product, process 
or service may be considered to infringe any patent(s) 
owned by others.

any patent(s) owned by others 
(WIPO Magazine, ”IP and Business: Launching a New Product: freedom to 
operate”, September 2005)

Freedom To Operate



Overview

Search parameters depend upon the proper scope

Useful to have:

 Keywords or specialized terms

 Class codes

 Similar patents

 Similar inventions

 Similar products

 Known inventors/assignees

 Known non-patent literature



 Conduct a broad search, taking advantage of enhanced features

 Consider searching by country-level for clearance in a particular country

 Narrow search by patents that are still alive

 Narrow search by claims when you retrieve relevant patents and need to focus on what 

is claimed

A two-step process

1. A general search to find the most patents in the subject area

2. A narrow search on claims within a particular country where the inventor is to be    

practiced or to focus on specifics that will be useful to the person doing the analysis

Considerations for a FTO Search

Overview



Strategy Formulation



Considerations for an effective search

 Keywords

 Classification codes

 Semantics

 Citations (also look at citations of citations)

 Look for other keywords that were not used

 Consider additional classification schemes

 Consider inventors or assignees as potential search terms

Considerations



Preferred database: FullPat (see here how to activate this database)
 Better to focus on individual countries
 Native language when possible

Limitation:

 Legal status: Only alive patents can block you
 Advice: choose “Alive” (but be careful with lapsed publications)

 Validity date of the patents: if the patent is lapsed/dead/expired, 
you are typically free to operate
 Advice: choose “Priority date” and search “21 years ago to present”

 Specific geographic areas: where you are trying to determine FTO

 Advice: consider searching by country level for clearance in a particular country

 Field: claims characterize and limit the scope

 Advice: choose “Claims”

Search capabilities – Typical 
Search



Search by publication:
FullPat database

Search capabilities – Typical 
Search

Field Limitation: 
Claims

Patent validity limitation: 
Preceding 21 years

Legal State and geographic 
limitation: 
Alive and a specific country



This sample search is meant to illustrate suggested 
considerations for conducting a search for a freedom to 
operate decision and not the actual decision itself.

In order to determine if an invention is cleared, a 
comprehensive search must be conducted and then the 
results must be examined in great depth. Thus, the search 
should be as comprehensive as possible in order to insure 
a suitable decision.



Formulate a search strategy to find patents involving the 
interaction between self-driving cars and emergency 
vehicles. Find relevant patents and send the results to the 
requester for analysis.

Make the results thorough, but easy for the requester to 
conduct the research.

Strategy Formulation



Autonomously driven vehicle(s)

Self-Driving car(s)

Strategy Formulation

Autonomous vehicle(s) Emergency vehicle(s)

Ambulance

Police

Firetruck (Fire truck)

First responder

First response



Autonomous+  automobile+

Self_Driv+ vehic+

car?

Strategy Formulation

Emergency  2D vehic+

Ambulance+

Police+

Fire_truck+

First 2D respon+

The 2D finds the terms within two words of each 
other in any order

The ? allows for zero or one character only
The + allows for unlimited characters

NOTE: CAR is a short word and we do not want longer words like CARGO, CARRYOVER, CARTOGRAPHY…
-> don’t use the + truncation

More info on ‘Build queries using truncations and operators‘ here

Truncations Operators



(((AUTONOMOUS+ OR SELF_DRIV+) 4D (AUTOMOBIL+ OR VEHIC+ OR CAR?)))   

/TI/AB/IW/CLMS/DESC/ODES/OBJ/ADB/ICLM/KEYW/TX

AND

(((EMERGENCY 2D VEHIC+) OR AMBULANCE+ OR POLICE+ OR FIRE_TRUCK+ OR 

(FIRST 2D RESPON+))) /TI/AB/IW/CLMS/ICLM/DESC/ODES/OBJ/ADB/KEYW/TX )

Initial Strategy



Strategy Formulation



Strategy Formulation – Broad Search



Strategy Formulation – Narrow Search



Specify Alive to focus on grants and pending applications for an FTO; not necessary when 
conducting a prior art search. 

Can also specify grant/patent under “No restriction” and specify jurisdictions, if desired.

Strategy Formulation – Narrow Search



Strategy Formulation – Narrow Search



Review your search results



Review tools 

 Customized Filters

 Highlights

 Key content (e.g. independent claims)

 Saving into lists

 Customized display settings (e.g. Images)

Review within the Tool

LC3
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LC3 Add link to KB articles
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



Highlights 

Find your keywords quickly in the text 

Find your keywords quickly in the text 
Highlighting

LC4
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LC4 Add KB article's link
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



Find class codesClass Codes



Autonomous+  automobile+

Self_Driv+ vehic+

Driverless car?

Emergency  2D vehic+

Ambulance+

Police+

Fire_truck+

First 2D respon+

Strategy 
Formulation

(G08G-001/16)/IPC 





Strategy narrowed by jurisdiction, priority date and claims 
AND IPC/CPC code

(( (AUTONOMOUS+ OR SELF_DRIV+ OR DRIVERLESS) 4D (AUTOMOBIL+ 

OR VEHIC+ OR CAR?))/CLMS)

AND

(( ( ( (EMERGENCY 2D VEHIC+) OR AMBULANCE+ OR POLICE+ OR 

FIRE_TRUCK+ OR (FIRST 2D RESPON+) ) /CLMS

AND ( (G08G-001/16)/IPC/CPC) ))

AND PRD >= 2000-10-21 AND

( STATE/ACT=ALIVE P (PC/ACT=DE OR CC/ACT=DE) )



Limit by IPC/CPC code



Develop your search strategy



At this point in the search, you have a few possible decisions that you can make:

1. You can add more keywords, class codes, etc., based upon further research, or 

comments from the requester

2. You can narrow the search using additional operators to focus the search

3. You can opt for different type of searches available in Orbit intelligence

Further
considerations

Develop Search Strategy



Much goes on in the background, but the input should read like a description. You can use a 

disclosure, a summary of the invention, an abstract of a patent, or merged information. 

Tip: To avoid too much noise don’t use just a few keywords

Semantic Search

Semantics

LC5
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LC5 insert KB link
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



Run a similarity search on a selection or list based on:
• Concept extraction
• Classification Code
• Citation

Sorted by 
relevance

User 
settings 

Similarity Search

Similarity

LC6
LC7
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LC6 NB: Penser à analyser le contenu
de l'onglet 'KWIC' pour étudier 
quelles similitudes ont été trouvées
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021

LC7 Change slide pattern
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



Citations

The applicant/examiner can control the backwards citations, but not the forward ones
Both types of citations are useful in finding art that may have been missed by other 
means

Be aware that citations are unstructured indexing 

Citation search

LC8
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LC8 LInk to KB
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



For further assurance, run the search on lapsed patents with the help of the command line in your 
Search HistoryExpand Search

Limitation on Lapsed

LC9
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LC9 Link to KB
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



Output

Analysing Exporting
Formats that are useful 
for FTO

Backup/Recovery

Checking/Importance

Sharing Monitoring

Output



Analyze Search Data to Deliver Business Insights 

Analysis



Store Relevant Results in a List and Manage it

Output



End Product & Legal information



The combination of these approaches should inspire 

confidence that the most relevant items were found

Any hits that are duplicated within these searches 

simply indicates patents that are worth including in the 

final results

End Product



An FTO is a legal decision, but it is helpful to know what other companies 

are patenting in the same area

Knowing how litigious a company is can be very useful in determining the 

risk of practicing an invention in an area in which the claims may be 

interpreted broadly

Check legal status and litigation information

Obtaining a legal opinion as to whether a product, process or service may be 

considered to infringe any patent(s) owned by others

Legal Status 
and Litigation



Conclusions



Summary
 Create a broad search query using building blocks

 Run keyword search, using advanced features (operators, truncations, specific 

text field)

 Tweak strategy based upon retrieval, including class codes

 Use advanced features to add more to recall, without affecting precision adversely 

(citations, semantic, similarity)

 Export and/or save in a format that streamlines your team’s process 

 Use Analysis module for additional insights and potential search modification

Conclusions

LC11
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LC11 Pour résumer nous avons
Lancé une 1ere recherche assez vaste 
Puis lancé une recherche avancée sur des mots-clés et des codes de classification, puis l'avons ajustée 
Ensuite, nous avons complété avec les recherches de citations, sémantique, et similarité
Puis nous avons rapidement mentionné comment analyser, sauvegarder, exporter partager ces résultats.
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



Freedom to 
operate

Results analysis

 Report in DOC, XLS, PPT or Client specific format
 List of selected documents ranked according to their threat to the exploitation of

the Client’s product or solution
 Comments on the presence of additional specifications (restrictions) in the

independent claims of the relevant references not anticipated by the Client’s
product or solution

 PDF of original documents, machine translation extract whenever necessary
 Upload of list of results directly on Client’s Orbit Intelligence account

*XLS format displayed

Deliverables

LC10
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LC10 Voici un exemple de fichier d'export tel que produit par nos services de Consulting:

Liste des documents sélectionnés, classés en fonction de leur menace pour l'exploitation du produit ou de la solution du client.
Commentaires sur la présence de spécifications additionnelles (restrictions) dans les revendications indépendantes des 
références pertinentes non anticipées. 
Lien vers les PDF des documents originaux, extrait de traduction automatique si nécessaire
A savoir : Nos services de consulting peuvent aussi charger la liste des résultats directement sur le compte Orbit Intelligence du
client.
Si ces services vous intéressent, vous pouvez vous tourner vers votre contacte commercial, ou nous en demander les 
coordonnées si vous avez un doute
Loris Caruana, 15/10/2021



Need more information?

Q
u

es
tio

n
s?

Thank you!

Visit our website Access our knowledge base :
 https://intelligence.help.questel.com/support/home


